DR. and Mrs. Arlet R. Dunsworth
It is our great pleasure to recommend and heartily endorse Ed Churchman
as an architect and construction advisor. We completed our vacation home project
in South Fork, Colorado in March of 2010 and are continuing to be amazed and
delighted with the result. We began the process with the purchase of a lot in Bear
Creek Estates in June 2008, and Ed was retained as our architect. His attention to
detail was excellent in every way possible, beginning with the orientation of the
house on the lot to take advantage of the magnificent views up and down the valley
and continuing throughout the whole building process.
Ed was sensitive to our desires for climate control and efficiency requirement
for the harsh winter season in South fork and designed the project with those
factors in mind. One of our major requests was for the exterior of the house to be as
maintenance free as possible and he was able to execute the design to our complete
satisfaction.
With the use of the Internet and digital photos, Both Ed and our builder,
Brent Chapman, were able to thoroughly communicate throughout the process so
that we did not have to physically be on the site more than once a month. There
was only one significant change to our original plans which involved a rearranging a
staircase so the attic space would be easily accessible for current storage and then

available for finish-out as a bunkroom. We are very pleased with the result that Ed
was able to accomplish for us and are currently in the process of finishing the space.
If you have any questions regarding our construction project and our
experience with Ed, please do not hesitate to contact us. Finally, we continue to be
friends with both Ed and our builder and would use Ed's architectural services and
Brent's construction expertise for any future projects.
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